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Single flavor
• Lagrangian


• Self-energy of the RH neutrino: quantum correction to the propagator


• Resummed propagator: propagator with quantum corrections


Resummation by geometric series
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Single flavor
• Expanding the propagator around the pole


• Physical mass and decay width
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Multiple flavors
• Kinetic part in the Lagrangian


• Diagonalization of the mass matrix


• Lagrangian


Unitary matrix



Multiple flavors
• Self-energy matrix


• Resummed propagator matrix


• Diagonalization of the resummed propagator
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Non-diagonal in general

Resummed Yukawa couplings Diagonalized resummed propagator
Find mixing matrices that give the resummed 

propagator of unstable fermion



Multiple flavors
• Diagonalized propagator matrix

Physical pole

Mixing matrices

Mixing matrices are 
non-unitary.

Did not Introduce any 
nontrivial assumptions for 

diagonalization!

Geometric series: loop-effects

+ Linear algebra



Multiple flavors
• Effective Yukawa couplings


• Physical masses and decay widths
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Non-perturbative effects
• Non-perturbative effects of loop-induced mixing


• Physical particles should be interpreted as quasiparticles.
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Mass differences are small (or intermediate)

Physical particles as asymptotic states cannot 
satisfy Dirac equation even up the LO!

Easy to add up by 
resummation, but easy 

to be neglected!

Diagonalization exact at 
least up to the NLO made 

the proper analysis of 
them possible!



Quasiparticle
• Definition


Emergent phenomena that occur when a microscopically complicated 
system such as a solid behaves as if it contained different weakly interacting 
particles in free space - Wikipedia 

• Example


A. An electron traveling through a semiconductor behaves like an electron 
with a different mass (effective mass) traveling unperturbed through free 
space - Wikipedia 

B. Particles in the early universe are thought to have been in a thermal 
environment and have acquired thermal masses 



Large mass difference
• Large mass difference


• Perturbatively calculable


• Results


Small expansion parameter

Identical to the 
decoupled case

Identical to those obtained by one-loop calculation



Large mass difference
• In the literature, some nontrivial assumptions were 

always introduced to diagonalize the propagator, and 
those assumptions are in fact valid only when the mass 
difference is large.


• As a result, they could see only the case of a large mass 
difference, and could never see the non-perturbative 
effects.


• No need to interpret the effective particles as 
quasiparticles.



Small mass difference
• Small mass difference


• Non-perturbative in general


• Consider an extreme case


• Results


 

Equal contributions from 
two propagators, which 
clearly shows that the 
current analysis in the 

literature is wrong.



Intermediate mass 
difference

• Intermediate mass difference


• Only numerically calculable


If A is unitary, the norm is 1.



CP violation in the decay of 
heavy neutrinos

• CP asymmetry

Consistent with

One-loop calculation

Covi, Roulet, Vissani, 1996



CP violation in the decay of 
heavy neutrinos

• Discrepancy among the expressions of CP asymmetry


• Common error

Pilaftsis, Underwood, 2004

Anisimov, Broncano, Plümacher, 2006

Inconsistent expansion

Consistent expansion



CP violation in the decay of 
heavy neutrinos

• Pilaftsis, Underwood, 2004
Implicitly assumed a 
large mass difference

Up to NLO, consistent with

Correct only up to NLO



CP violation in the decay of 
heavy neutrinos

• Anisimov, Broncano, Plümacher, 2006



Physical implications
• The intermediate mass difference allows maximal CP violation. Applicable 

to the resonant leptogenesis. The current analysis should be corrected.


• The quasiparticles of heavy neutrinos are not Majorana.


• The correlation between the CP violation and the generation of 
quasiparticles. (Incomplete)


• Dirac fields


• Implication for the CKM matrix: mixing matrices are non-unitary.


• Scalar fields


• Meson mixing: might resolve the discrepancy between the current analysis and 
experimental results for heavier mesons.



Summary
• Loop-induced mixing generates quasiparticles which are 

effective particles generated by RH Majorana neutrinos 
interacting with each other through Yukawa interaction.


• In the cases of intermediate mass difference, those 
quasiparticles cannot be treated perturbatively or analytically.


• The non-perturbative effects of loop-induced mixing can be 
properly treated by carefully diagonalizing the propagator 
matrix.


• Correct calculation of the CP violation effects is made 
possible.


